#419 Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel – The Double Fantasy Death of Lennon,
part 1
Double Fantasy was entirely connected to John Lennon’s
December 8, 1980, death. Double Fantasy was the name of
John Lennon’s “comeback” album, his first in five years. It
was originally released on November 17, 1980. The
following facts come from various sources regarding Double
Fantasy and the events of December 8, 1980, the day of
Lennon’s murder.
•

•
•
•

Double Fantasy was Lennon’s last album before his
death. It was made with Yoko Ono.
• Shortly after 1 p.m. on December 8, 1980, John and
Yoko started another long interview in their
apartment with a radio producer from San Francisco
to promote their new Double Fantasy album.
Around 5 p.m., John Lennon and Yoko Ono left their apartment in the historic Dakota on
Central Park West in New York City to go to their recording studio to supervise the
transfer of some of the Double Fantasy album numbers to singles.
David Geffen, the head of the label that Lennon and Ono had signed with, stopped by the
recording studio to tell the couple that Double Fantasy had just gone gold.
During that day, Mark
David Chapman walked
twenty blocks up to the
Dakota on West 72nd
Street. He had with him
Lennon’s Double
Fantasy album – but
something was missing.
He halted his progress
toward Lennon’s selected
place of execution and
dived into a bookstore to
emerge with a red
paperback copy of J. D.
Salinger’s The Catcher in the
John Lennon and Yoko Ono outside the Dakota
Rye. On the title page he
wrote: ‘To Holden Caulfield
from Holden Caulfield,’ and below that: ‘This is my statement.’ He arrived at the Dakota
and saw some of the Dakota’s star residents and visitors, including Lauren Bacall, Paul
Simon, and Mia Farrow, arrive or depart. But he was waiting for John Lennon. Soon after
5 p.m., with the long interview over, John and Yoko emerged to wait for their limousine
to take them to another working session at their recording studio. A small crowd gathered
as John and Yoko were waiting on their limousine. Finally, the paths of Mark David
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Chapman and John Lennon had crossed. But Chapman did not draw his gun. Instead,
with a sheepish smile on his face, he merely handed Lennon his copy of Double Fantasy
and John signed it. He and Yoko soon went on to the recording studio. Mark David
Chapman waited another five hours. [continued in part 2]
Key Understanding: Double Fantasy. The Lord
ordained that Double Fantasy surround the
December 8, 1980, end of John Lennon,
because the death of Lennon was prophetically
coupled with the December 8, 1991, “time of the
end” of Lenin’s Soviet Union.
Daniel 12:7-9 (KJV) And I heard THE MAN
CLOTHED IN LINEN, which was upon the
waters of the river, when he held up his right
hand and his left hand unto heaven, and sware
by him that liveth for ever that it shall be for
John Lennon autographing Double Fantasy
a time, times, and an half; and when he shall
for his killer, Mark David Chapman
have accomplished to scatter the power of the
holy people, all these things shall be finished.
8 And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my Lord, WHAT SHALL BE THE END
OF THESE THINGS? [The end of John Lennon occurred on 12/8/1980, and the end of
Soviet Leninism occurred 11 years later on 12/8/1991.]
9 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till THE TIME
OF THE END.
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